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For more than two hundred years, Muslims have been coming into 

contact with Australia on a regular basis starting with the Indonesian 

fishermen and the Afghan cameleers and ending with the most 

recent waves of migrants from Africa and the Middle East. 1 

Throughout this period, Muslim Australians have had to endure chal

lenges associated with migrant settlement in general, but also specific 

cultural adaptation problems resulting from how their ethnicities and 

in particular their faith was perceived in a predominantly White 

Christian social milieu. Against this historical background, this book 

explores the problematic discursive representations of Muslim 

migrants in Australia-and the West more generally-and the conse

quent implications such representations may have for intercultural 

understanding, active citizenship and social inclusion. 

Current polarised debates in many western countries including 

Australia seem to suggest that the current tension surrounding 

Muslim migrants is essentially linked to the perceived incompati

bility of Islam and Islamic values on one hand and with values 

associated with liberal secular democratic states on the other. Indeed 

and in the context of the Arab spring, these debates have intensified 
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Australia, for example, Section 116 of the Australian Constitution 
explicitly provides that the Commonwealth shall not legislate to 
establish any religion, impose any religious observance or prohibit 
the free exercise of any religion. In the USA, the religious and civilian 
freedoms of all citizens are guaranteed by the First Amendment of 
the Constitution. In France, religious symbols, such as the hijab 
(headscarf), have been banned to protect secularism in French 

government offices and schools since 2004.4 The 2004 ban of the 
hijab and most recently the 2009 inquiry into banning the burqa 
(veils that cover the entire face) in France on one hand, and the 
public criticism of President Obama of such laws in June 2009 on the 
other, indicate the divergent public discourses and policies that 
nation states have taken vis-a-vis religiosity.5 Such divergent 
approaches have significant implications for Muslim social integra
tion, their representations in public discourses and their feelirlgs of 
attachment to the liberal western polities within which they live. 

Multiculturalism at the Crossroads?6 

It is ironic that we now talk about a supposed crisis of multicultur
alism at the very time that Australia's population is growing at a faster 
pace than most other developed countries with an even more visible 
level of diversity. This demographic growth and its associated cultural 
diversity have sparked debates about how well migrants are inte
grating in Australian society.7 Elsewher_e, the debate is even more 
polarised and problematised. Indeed, we have heard recently a 
number of leaders from Europe such as the German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel and the British Prime Minister David Cameron declare 
that multiculturalism has failed in their respective countries. In the 
context of a post 9/11 global order and a rise in security fears 

compounded by recent economic woes, these comments are in 
many ways populist reactions to a nervous electorate that is looking 

for scapegoats. In truth, neither the UK nor Germany in particular 
had in fact anything like a fully fledged multicultural policy. Germany 
is a multiethnic country but one that has never really adopted a 
proactive multiculturalism policy as was the case with Australia. And 
whilst the UK has had a policy of accommodating cultural diversity it 
nonetheless stopped short of adopting social and settlement policies 

to support the cultural aspirations of migrant communities. 
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Australia's multiculturalism, on the other hand, has managed to leadthe v_vay despite its own difficulties at different points in time (e.g.Pa�lme Hanson; Cronulla riots and the various 'boat people'episodes). Australia's multiculturalism, some would argue, has beenable to strike the right balance between emphasising an attachmentto Australia the nation with all its local facets and universal values onone hand, and a capacity to retain elements of heritage culture thatd�es not tr�sgress domestic laws on the other. This integration ofmigrant hentage culture and mainstream values allowed the creationof a �brant a�d creative Australian society capable of projecting aconfident nat10nal identity that is by and large peaceful andharmonious. 
_ More re_cently, Australia has witnessed a renewed emphasis onmult1cultural1sm as a conduit towards social inclusion and activecitizenship. The new Australian policy on multiculturalism Australia's multicultural policy 'embraces our shared values and cultural traditions. It_also allows those who choose to call Australia home the right to practise and share in their cultural traditions and languages withinthe law and free from discrimination'.8 This new emphasis on inclusion and active citizenship is especially critical given that there are many new and complex challenges to the sustainability of Australianm�ticulturalism. These challenges are manifesting themselves in�anous c�ntemporary debates that are impacting on popular percept10ns of diversity and difference. 

This paradoxical policy situation regarding multiculturalismand the ways in which Islam and Muslims are publicly representedare discussed in various chapters within this book. Our book, therefore, is divided into three thematic sections which capture the heterogeneity of the Muslim experience and identity within westernsocieties, the social, economic and political conditions of Muslims in the west, and their level of belonging and exclusion.
The Book Structure and Themes Part 1 on belonging and identity includes papers, which examine the prob�e��tic nature of Muslim incorporation and the negotiation andmult_1phc1ty _of �uslim identities in the west. Mansouri's chapter�roVIdes a h1stoncal context to Muslim incorporation, which highlights the need to move beyond the simplistic understandings of the 
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relationship between integration, social inclusion a�d differe�ce. 
Mansouri argues that the current discourse on Mushm Australians 

has been framed in the context of local threats to national security 
and social cohesion as symbolised by the 'boat people' crisis, the 

problem of'Lebanese gangs' and the much mediatised war on 'global 
terrorism'. The empirical insights from recent research show that 
these new discursive realities cannot be overcome by means of a 
strictly civic citizenship approach.9 Jakubowicz, Chafic_and Coll!ns' 
contribution on the social inclusion of young Australian Muslims 

draws on a social ecological approach and the idea of cultural capital 
to shed light on the fluid and hybrid nature of an 'Australian Islamic 
identity'. Their research found that alth�ugh m�st ,yo�� M�sl��s are 

'socially integrated' and self-identify as Australian, this_ 1s �1°:1ms�ed 
by feelings of marginalisation, displacem�nt

1 

an� disc�1m�nat10n. 
Thus belonging to an '.Australian commumty bnngs �th 1t par�
doxes and tensions which are usually hidden behmd pubhc 
discourses on social cohesion and social inclusion. Onnudottir, 
Possamai and Turner 's chapter demonstrates that Muslim identity 
and the feelings of belonging are related to the intersection�ity of 
race, culture and religion. They investigate the extent to which the 

indigenous population in Australia and New Zealand have conv�rted 
to Islam and provide a sociological explanation for such convers10ns. 
The authors argue that the rate of conversions may be linked to _the 
greater interaction that indigenous people have wi� other_ �argmal
populations like Muslims. The experience of social, political �nd
economic exclusion provides the conditions for these groups to fmd 
connections and commonalities that were previously absent. The 

chapter contends that for the indigenous groups, Islamic �alues an� 
beliefs may provide a psychological outlet for the oppress�ve_ condi
tions in which they find themselves in Western modern societies. 

Part 2 on Muslims and challenges of social inclusion explores 
the extent to which liberal societies and their policies of multicultur
alism can address the religious and social needs of Muslim 
communities. Gendera, Pe-Pua and Katz's discussion on the experi
ence of social belonging within Muslim families in two communities 

explores the theme of social inclusion through the idea of social 
capital. The authors demonstrate the complex nature_ o� soci�l 
belonging or 'bonding social capital' for Muslims, both Withm the1r 
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�wn religious community and within the broader host society. The 

mternal gender, cultural, generational and linguistic differences 

within the Muslim community make it difficult to maintain a sense 
of belonging to one's religious group. The chapter challenges the 

representations of Muslims as having low levels of cross-cultural 
interaction or 'bridging social capital' and asserts that if certain 

barrier� are overcome-with the assistance of the host community
Australian Muslims find their social interaction with host members 

generally positive. The theme of building bridges across cultures 

reappears in Lobo and Mansouri's chapter. Their study centres on 
how community leaders within a Victorian local council make mean
ingful connections across cultures. Both Muslim and non-Muslim 
leaders reconstruct an �ustralian way of life' through moments of 
openness. :his 'openness ' allows for a new sense of belonging to 
emerge which the authors argue blurs the distinction between Islam 
and 'western' values. The final chapter in this section by Farquharson 

and Sohrabi-Haghighat adds a new perspective to discussions of 
soci� in_clusion by investigating the discursive integration of
Muslims m Australia . Through a content analysis of Australian news
paper articles on Islam and Muslims they demonstrate that the print 
media not only supports the global and Orientalist discourse on 

Islam as �ndamentalist, barbaric, violent, but continues to repre
s�nt Muslims as a threatening other. This, according to the authors, 
alienates Australian Muslims and undermines their ability and desire 

to be socially connected when they are exposed to stories which 

depicts them as incompatible with so-called western values and 
beliefs. 

The third part of the book considers the representation and 
contestation over Muslim identity within the public realm. The 

wearing of the Islamic veil in public captures the anxieties and fears 
�angst certain sections of the host community over the presence of 
difference. The Islamic veil has been the catalyst for racist and exclu

si�nary practices because it has been constructed as incompatible 

with secular and western social and political values . Skrbis and 
Chiment's work in this area is pivotal in understanding the west's 

respo�se to the veil and why banning or restricting the wearing of 
�he veil can be counterproductive. Skrbis and Chiment's chapter 

illustrates that the veil has come to symbolise the collective fears and 
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anxieties of host societies such as France and Australia and regu
lating the veil does not lead to the promised land of 'social coh�sion', 
but to greater fragmentation and isolation on the part of ethmc and 
religious groups . The authors' comparative analysis illustrat:s that 
there are differences in the representation of and react10n to 
Muslims. France's republican tradition and the assimilationist under
current of French citizenship can partly explain the banning of 
religious dress and symbols within public institutions. On_the other
hand in Australia talk of banning or restricting the weanng of the 

veil has been couched in terms of women's rights and issues to do 
with national security. The authors conclude that such exclusionary 
practices are paradoxical because they undermine the :'ery �olidarity 
and cohesion that they are working towards by making difference 
more rather than less viable. This leads to greater alienation and frag
mentation of those very groups which the nation state wants to 
include. 

These paradoxical outcomes are further highlighted in the 
study by Peucker and Akbarzadeh. Drawing on empiric�l - ':ork
conducted in Europe and Australia they demonstrate the VICIOUS 

cycle' of stereotyping, exclusion and alienation that Muslims in the 
west experience. Through a detailed investigation of key reports and 
research on attitudes to Muslims and immigration within Europe 

and Australia they identify key similarities and divergences between 
countries. Although there were some contradictory trends, the 

authors conclude that the general pattern in both Australia and 
Europe is one of discriminatory and stereotypical attitu�es towards 

Muslims and Islam; these negative attitudes are further mflamed by 
biased media reports and anti-Muslim rhetoric by politicians. The 

significance of this chapter is that it explores the conseq�en�es of 
these attitudes on the behaviour and self-identity of Muslims m the 

west. Peucker and Akbarzadeh emphasize that there is a close corre
lation between discrimination towards Muslims and feelings of 
alienation, involvement in violent acts and self-segregation on the 
part of Muslims. The authors conclude that m�l�iculturali�m still has 
an important role to play in not only underm1mng the m1sreprese�
tations exclusion and discrimination of Muslims in the public 
sphere,' but also in providing the social and cultural condit��ns in 

which respect for religious diversity can occur, where recogmt1on of 
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cultural identity can thrive and where Muslim voices can be heard in 
key political institutions. 

The final chapter in this section shows how these negative 
stereotypical attitudes reappear within an educational context. Ata's 
study shows the difficulties of removing these stereotypes amongst 
secondary school students in Australia, especially those educational 
institutions that have a Christian background. The paradoxical situa -
tion than surrounds the banning of the veil is also present within the 
anti-racism discourse within Australia's educational system. For 
example, while it promotes cultural harmony this rhetoric is not 
reflected in the responses by students. Ata concludes that prejudice 
towards Muslims will not necessarily disappear by providing students 
with greater knowledge of Islam; rather knowledge in itself is not the 
answer, it needs to be complemented by the creation of an inclusive 
environment within the school. 

The book engages with three interrelated core themes namely, 
belonging, representation, and identity. It explores these themes not 
only in the context of Muslim Australians, but provides some 
comparative analysis of Muslims within specific European countries 
and New Zealand. This comparative framework whilst exhibiting 
country-specific issues affecting Muslims in the West, as in the case 
with France's aggressive approach towards secularism and migrant 
assimilation, nevertheless highlight new common global trends that 
seem to interlock and have their point of departure the problematic 
visibility of Islam and Muslims in Western predominantly Christian 
societies. Current discussions about Muslim migrants in the West 
seem to always start and end with an emphasis on negative and often 
controversial issues. It is hoped that this book offers not only rigorous 
accounts of current difficulties, but also new thinking and deeper 
understanding about race relations and intercultural engagement in 
multicultural societies. 
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